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DISCLAIMER
Due to legal and regulatory uncertainty in the United States of America, citizens and
persons residing legally in the United States will be prohibited from participating in
the token sale.
Individuals that register by providing false or inaccurate information about their
citizenship, residency and/ or nationality shall be in breach of these terms and
conditions and shall be required to indemnify XGamble Holding LTD in respect of any
damages suﬀered due to this breach. The same information prevails for citizens from
the Republic of China, where ICOs are events totally prohibited due to government
regulations and citizens from this country should not engage in any ICO activity.
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PRIVACY POLICY
Introduction - The website XGAMBLEONLINE.COM (Owned by XGAMBLE HOLDING
LTD) has established this policy and is providing it to you so that you can understand
the manner in which we use your information and the eﬀorts we use to protect it. We
at the XGAMBLE HOLDING are committed to protecting your online privacy.
Personal Information Collected - We recognize the need for consumers to control
the use and management of personal information. By personal information we mean
information that can be used to identify or contact an individual. This includes a first
and last name, a physical address, an email address, a phone number, and your credit
card information. We may transfer that information within the XGAMBLE HOLDING to
employees, to the extent necessary to provide the requested products to you. We do
not sell or trade your personal information to unrelated third parties and we do not
utilize email marketing.
Automatic Information Collected - Please note that the XGAMBLE HOLDING uses
various technologies to collect information about types and versions of internet
browsers used when accessing our web servers. This information, and information
about internet IP addresses, as well as dates and times web pages are visited are
stored in various security and traffic logs. We may review these logs, using statistical
analysis, in an eﬀort to track and predict traffic patterns and estimate resource
needs. Unless we have been asked to identify technical problems or we suspect
either fraudulent behavior or illegal conduct we do not trace specific user sessions.
Supplemental Technologies - XGAMBLE HOLDING If available, XGAMBLE HOLDING
LTD web servers may use cookies, session identifiers, JavaScriptTM and browser
detection technology to provide consumers with a more pleasant online experience.
Many browsers provide consumers with the ability to disable some or all of these
technologies. Disabling these technologies, especially in the case of JavaScriptTM
may prevent you from using some web pages.
Security and Confidentiality - XGAMBLE HOLDING takes reasonable steps to ensure
that your Personal Information is protected. We use industry standard Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) encryption when collecting and transferring your data. Internally, we limit
access to Personal Information to those employees who we believe have reasonable
need to use the information to provide products to you, or to perform their jobs.
Third Parties - We partner with other third parties to provide various services and
products. It is against XGAMBLE HOLDING policy to sell or trade Personal Information
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collected online. If legally compelled to release Personal Information to a third party,
XGAMBLE HOLDING may or may not notify customers of such release. Notification
will be at the discretion of XGAMBLE HOLDING and will be based on the nature and
conditions surrounding the release of Personal Information.
Notifications - When XGAMBLE HOLDING performs a consumer notification, it will be
sent to the email address associated with your account. XGAMBLE HOLDING will send
the email but we cannot guarantee delivery. You are responsible for providing a valid
email address and for updating it as your address changes. XGAMBLE HOLDING may,
depending on the importance and urgency of the notification, choose to contact you
via telephone or postal mail. When doing so we will use the phone number and/or
address associated with your account or transactions.
Modifications - Periodically XGAMBLE HOLDING will make changes to this privacy
policy. XGAMBLE HOLDING does not make any eﬀort to notify customers of privacy
policy changes. You may view the current policy by returning to this web site.
Consent - By using XGAMBLE HOLDING website, you consent to the terms of our
Privacy Policy. If you do not agree to the terms of this policy, please stop using
XGAMBLE HOLDING website immediately.
Contact - If you have any questions about this policy or would like additional
information, you may email us at Privacy Issues or by postal mail at:
XGAMBLE HOLDING LTD
Attn: Privacy Issues
162b Kingsquarter
Maidenhead
England
SL6 1AW
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AIRDROP RULES
- Duration of the Airdrop: 2 Weeks (14 days in a row)
- Max. Tokens to be distributed: 4.800.000 (includes ERC-20 + TRC-20 in 50:50
distribution)
- 2.400.000 Tokens (TRC-20) are distributed for Registration, Referral and Sharing on
social platform tasks
- 2.400.000 Tokens (ERC-20) are distributed for KYC task
- Distribution of Airdrop Tokens will occur the following way: (TRC-20) 250 Tokens for
Registering, 100 Tokens for each valid referral (no KYC needed), 50 Tokens for each
social task (After verification). (ERC-20) 750 Tokens for each valid KYC.
- Tasks with prize: Registration, Referral, Sharing on social platforms, KYC.
- Users will not be allowed to withdrawal the tokens during the Airdrop. Tokens will be
released to the public (sent to users) after the Pre-Sale phase is over.
- If during the campaign the Max. Tokens to be distributed has been reached, new
users will receive a discount voucher on the token sale (up to one per user).
- If after the campaign there are still tokens left on the balance of tokens to be
distributed, these tokens will be included on the reserve balance for further use in
other marketing campaigns. Users that are eligible to participate in the Voting system
also will have the opportunity to determine what the destination of those tokens
might be.
- In order to participate of the Airdrop users have to agree with our terms and
conditions.
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TOKEN PRE-SALE
- Duration of the Pre-Sale: Phase 1: 2 Weeks, Phase 2: 2 Weeks, Phase 3: 2 Weeks and
Phase 4: 2 Weeks. In total 8 Weeks.
- Max. Tokens to be sold: 48.000.000 (includes ERC-20 + TRC-20 in 50:50
distribution). ERC-20 and TCR-20 Tokens have the same price. The diﬀerence will be
in the entry purchase value.
- (TRC-20) Minimum purchase value: 10$
- (ERC-20) Minimum purchase value: 200$
- Soft cap: 50.000,00 U$D, Hard cap: 706.000,00 U$D.
Pre-sale Phase 1 (2 Weeks max.)
Target max: 40.000$ = 4.000.000 tokens at 0,010 U$D.
Pre-sale Phase 2 (2 Weeks max.)
Target max. 96.000$ = 8.000.000 tokens at 0,012 U$D.
Pre-sale Phase 3 (2 Weeks max.)
Target max. 196.000$ = 14.000.000 tokens at 0,014 U$D.
Pre-sale Phase 4 (2 Weeks max.)
Target max. 374.000$ = 22.000.000 tokens at 0,017 U$D.
- For each confirmed purchase made by your direct Referral you will receive 5% in
tokens. (Example: Person 2 buys 10.000 Tokens, Person 1 receive 500 Tokens). This
tokens come from the Referral Wallet (5% of the Max. Supply).
- If during the pre-sale phases the Max. Tokens to be sold has been reached earlier
than expected, the launch date of the next steps will be reorganized.
- If after the pre-sale there are still tokens left on the balance of tokens to be sold,
these tokens will be included on the reserve balance for further use in other
marketing campaigns. Users that are eligible to participate in the Voting system also
will have the opportunity to determine what the destination of those tokens might be.
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- If during the pre-sale the Soft Cap, is not reached. The funds will be returned to the
buyers. For transparency purposes each buyer will have a unique ID and all confirmed
purchases will be published on the website.
- If during phase 1,2 or 3 the Max. Target has been reached before the ending of the
current phase automatically the next phase will be released.
- If during phase 4 the Max. Target has been reached before the ending of the current
phase the pre-sale is over.
- Users will not be allowed to withdrawal the tokens during the Pre-sale. Tokens will be
released to the public (sent to users) after the Pre-Sale phase is over and only if the
Soft cap has been reached.
- In order to participate of the Pre-Sale users have to agree with our terms and
conditions.
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TOKEN RULES
Contract address (ERC-20):
https://etherscan.io/token/0x7850c33703ffb6412279e0682ba4397d1e289c33
Max. Supply: 48.000.000 (XGAT)
Contract address (TRC-20):
https://tronscan.io/#/token20/TTCoT9Z73fFj5y9oT518cJkmrfLS734Mji
Max Supply: 48.000.000 (XGAT)
Our tokens are not mineable.
After the pre-sale you will be able to buy or sell tokens from other users trough our
own exchange. We will decide, depending on market conditions and the continuity
of the project if the listing on other exchanges is necessary and helps our business to
grow. Of course we will always let our token holders know when and where this is
going to happen. This decisions will also be available for our voters.
Once the token is sent to a wallet outside of the XGamble Platform we do not have
control over it. The user is totally responsible from this point for the private key or
anything necessary in order to access these tokens.
Both tokens (XGAT) have the same price.
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STACKING RULES
In order to stack Tokens users will have to be registered on the platform.
In order to stack Tokens users will have to have a minimum of Tokens.
While stacking, is taking place the responsibility of the tokens belongs to XGAMBLE
HOLDING LTD.
Users that participate of the stacking have also access to the Financial Report of the
company.
Benefits of stacking Tokens on our platform are: Participate of out monthly dividends
distribution and being able to vote on diﬀerent pools*.
*additional conditions may apply.

VOTING RULES
In order to participate, user will need to have a minimum of X Tokens.
*X number of tokens will still be determined. Additional conditions may apply.

In oder to propose a new voting pool (idea) the user must have a minimum of 1% of
the max. Supply.
User will only be able to vote if stacking was done before the proposal.
User will only be able to vote if stacking has a minimum of 30 days.
A voting pool will only be considered valid if a minimum on 51% of the active stacking
has voted.
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DIVIDEND RULES
Dividend distribution will start as soon as the first results of operation are coming in.
To make it as less expensive as possible we will make this dividend distribution once a
month and after our accountability department has revised the balances.
User will only be able to receive dividend if stacking has a minimum of 30 days before
the distribution of dividends.
After reception of dividends, User is responsible for any compliance, accountability
or taxes involved in the reception of the funds. XGAMBLE HOLDING LTD will provide
any information necessary regarding this issue.
User is responsible for providing correct data to XGAMBLE HOLDING LTD in order to
process reception of the dividends.

EXCHANGE
RULES
Users will be able to exchange tokens (XGAT) for Balance at our casino with discount*.
*Additional conditions may apply.

Users will be able to buy/sell tokens (XGAT) in exchange for other cryptocurrencies or
even FIAT*.
*Additional conditions may apply.
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MIGRATION
RULES*
User who was registered at our old website https://xgamble.io must register again at
our new website.
After accepting our terms and conditions, user will receive Tokens (XGAT) in the
equivalence of what they had as (Pending balance on Plan + Available Balance).
User is required to check if the Token balance is calculated right. If any errors are
found please contact us as soon as possible.

*to be determined.

FINANCIAL
PROJECTIONS
User who sign the confidentiality agreement will have full access to our in depth
business plan.
Depending on the total investment acquired during pre-sale, and once the first
XGamble Online Casino is running around 30-45% of the capital goes as ‘’working
capital’’ and will be 100% liquid (USD).
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